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leading idea of Lucretius, carrying with him all the timea refined sym

pathy for the poetic side of that great genius, who foresaw so much and

so far, is such as we could well wish to see carried more frequently into

philosophical discussion , at once to elevate and to refine it . For though

Professor Veitch sets out with the interpretation of what is remote , he

very soon proceeds to show us that it touches closely a hundred points at

which modern discovery and discussion are most active ; and he finds

himself confronted by the speculations of Professors Huxley and Tyndall

(who, with many others ,he finds, are rather inconsistent when they allow

themselves to roam into the region of abstract truth ), the Authors of the

Unseen Universe,' and many others. He is very keen in his siftings of

the contradictory terms too often used by themodern atomist, and is very

successful, to our thinking, in redeeming from their endeavours a sphere

ofmystery - - the Unconditioned , in a word ,God . Nothing could well be

more faithful ormore conclusive than his exposure of Professor Tyndall's

logical inconsistency at pp. 70– 1 ; and this, at p. 83, is so good that we

must gratify ourselves by quoting it .

Wemay quite well allow atomic combination, mechanical and chemi

•cal, in obedience to idea ; we may allow the apparent or phenomenal

passage when proved , which has not yet been done, of the inorganic

• basis of life into the living germ ; the rise of sensation in the animal

' organism , and of personality in man ; and all these as keeping pace

' with increased structural development. Butwe should err in isolating

these successive stages of progress from the free power of their real

' causality - contemporaneous Life, Reason , and Will, fixed in an Unity.

• It would be easy to name this doctrine Pantheism . It is really not so .

It is at onco Pantheistic and Theistic . It is pantheistic, inasmuch as it

separates no power from the Deity ; it is theistic, inasmuch as it repre

' sents the world - evolving power as regulated by idea , and, therefore,

" grounded in Personality .'

With its fine insight, its quick , clear perception , large , calm philoso

phic reach ofthought, and exquisite style ,we can conceive no better book

to put into the hand of students.

The Movements and Habits of Climbing Plants. By CHARLES

DARWIN , M .A ., F . R . S ., & c . Second edition , revised .

With Illustrations. John Murray.

Since the publication of the original essay ten years ago, Mr. Darwin

has been adding to his store of observations on the nature of climbing

plants, and we have the outcome of his prolonged researches in this

volume. He gives us, too , the benefit of his opinions on the recent labours

of Sachs and De Vries in the same field of study.

Every one is aware of the fact of many of our plants being climbers,

but few will be prepared to find how much that is curious is involved in

the process. Our author has devoted his attention specially to plants that

twine, of which the hop is a familiar instance ; those which use their

leaves for climbing, such as the clematis ; and those which throw out
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tendrils , as the common vine and the passion -flower. It seems that in all

cases the faculty of climbing is primarily due to the circumstance that the

newer growths revolve ; for though some few plants in the second and

third categories scarcely show any signs of doing so, Mr. Darwin

gives reasons for believing that such have lost the faculty through force of

outward circumstances. Instances are given of climbing plants having

adopted the erect principle of growth in situations where their natural

powers could not be brought into play, and of having subsequently re

gained their original habit - a circumstance to which the author very

naturally attaches a high significance. He, of allmen , is certainly entitled

to do so . Some of his readers however will be hardly prepared to accept

the conclusion which , he says, is forced on his mind, that the capacity

of revolving is inherent, though undeveloped , in almost every plant in the

vegetable kingdom .

A Course of Practical Instruction in Elementary Biology. By

T . H . HUXLEY, LL . D ., Sec. R . S ., assisted by H . N .

MARTIN, B .A ., M . B ., D .Sc. Macmillan and Co .

This book is exactly what it pretends to be - -eminently practical. One

who is about to enter upon the study of Biology cannot do better than

provide himself with a copy of the book , a microscope, and the appropriate

apparatus, and go step by step through the course,beginning, as Professor

Huxley does, with the most elementary forms of vegetable and animal

life , and working gradually up to the higher forms of each . Under the

head of ' laboratory work,' precis 3 directions are given both whatand how

to observe, so that any one with a clear head and delicate touch can work

out each lesson for himself ; and he will rise from the study with an intel

ligent conception of how the more highly developed organisms are

built up.

Our Place among Infinities : a Series of Essays contrasting our

Little Abode in Space and Timewith the Infinities around

us. By RICHARD A . PROCTOR, Author of ' Saturn and its

* System ,' & c . Henry S . King and Co .

Science Byways. A Series of Familiar Dissertations, de. By

RICHARD A . PROCTOR . Smith , Elder , and Co.

We remember to have read already in one periodical or another the

greater portion of the articles which are gathered together in these two

volumes ; butMr. Proctor is so pleasant a writerthat he need not makeany

apology for thus putting them again before the public in a more convenient

form than that of scattered essays in variousmagazines.

The former of these volumes is of the more set purpose ; themain topic

being a reopening of the discussion which was foughtoutwith somekeenness

rather more than twenty years ago,when Whewell, Brewster, and Baden

Powell argued for or against the probability of the other heavenly bodies


